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Abstract 
Classical queueing theory has concentrated mostly on queues with renewal input, z e , 
queues with r 1 d interarrival times However, queueing models used in communication 
and manufacturing systems In recent times have necessitated the use of arrwal processes 
which are non-renewal A well known model for such a non-rene~al arrival process is the 
Madov modulated Poasson pmess (MVPP) In MUPP, the arrivals are Poisson but the 
rate is modulated by a fin~te, ergodlc contmuous time Markov cham 
The focus of this work is to look into optamtzatzon and performance aspects of some 
interesting and relevant queueing models wlth MMPP as the source of Input arr~vals Two 
optimzation problems and two performance problems are considered in this dissertation 
The first optimzation problem is about finding the optimal input MMPP to a queue 
under a linear reward and cost structure with queuemg construnts and we use a h e a r  
programming framework for solving this problem We also look at the relationships b e  
tween the per unit time and per accepted customer profit maximzat~on problems The 
second opt~rmzation problem is concerned ~ ~ t h  the optimal scheduling of a server in a 
multiclass environment with setups, where the arrivals of individual classes are the in- 
terrupted Poisson streams from a single MMPP We argue that exhaustive policies are 
optimal In fact, our simulations show that exhaustive and threshold pollcies outperform 
other policies 
In the context of performance analysis, we first look at the performance of a mul- 
ticlass priority queue with setup times when the overall arrivals constitute an MMPP 
We calculate typical performance measures like mean wating times and loss probabilities 
in an algorithmc way, using matnx-geometric methods Next, we conslder a stochas- 
tic reentrant line wlth MMPP input and denve analytical performance bounds using a 
linear programmmg approach, extending an existing methodology amlable for Poisson 
input We have good bounds for moderately loaded reentrant lines and our investigations 
here reinforce the view that queueing networks w~th  non-renewal input are analytically 
intractable except in specd  cases 
